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The three conspirators—American neocons, Saudi Arabia, and Israel—that successfully
pulled oﬀ the crime of the 21st century, namely the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United
States, are inﬁghting to the point that the layers of secrecy surrounding the 9/11 attacks are
beginning to wither away.
The weakest link in the troika of conspirators is Saudi Arabia, the country that provided the
manpower, ﬁnances, and hijacker personnel for the cover story—”Al Qaeda did it”—for 9/11.
Stung by U.S. congressional moves to allow families of 9/11 victims to sue Saudi Arabia and
calls for the Obama administration to release 28 classiﬁed pages in the joint Congressional
Inquiry on 9/11 intelligence failures to the public, the Saudi government is now pushing the
story that the U.S. government was responsible for carrying out the 9/11 attack.
A Saudi legal scholar, Katib al Shammari, writing in the London-based “Al Hayat” newspaper
and believed to be representing the view of the Saudi government, stated: “September 11 is
one of winning cards in the American archives, because all the wise people in the world who
are experts on American policy and who analyze the images and the videos agree
unanimously that what happened in the Towers was a purely American action, planned and
carried out within the U.S. Proof of this is the sequence of continuous explosions that
dramatically ripped through both buildings . . . Expert structural engineers demolished them
with explosives, while the planes crashing only gave the green light for the detonation—they
were not the reason for the collapse. But the U.S. still spreads blame in all directions. This
can be dubbed ‘victory by means of archives.’”
Alarmed by the willingness of its regional ally Saudi Arabia to question the oﬃcial version of
9/11, Israel weighed in with New York Democratic Senator Charles Schumer to place a
“poison pill” in the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism (JASTA) bill that cleared the Senate
in a unanimous vote. The bill would allow the families of the victims of foreign governmentsponsored terrorism to sue the governments involved for damages. The law, which
President Obama indicated he would veto, would lift “sovereign immunity” on countries like
Saudi Arabia, thus making them liable for civil law suits. Schumer placed an amendment
inside the JASTA bill that would allow Saudi Arabia to avoid law suits so long as the U.S.
State and Justice Departments certiﬁed to the trial judge hearing any JASTA case that the
two departments were making good faith eﬀorts with the defendant country to resolve any
issues bilaterally. Schumer’s amendment—the Stay of Actions Pending State
Negotiations—would also allow the State and Justice Departments to seek from the court
continual 180-day stays, thus killing any lawsuits indeﬁnitely.
Israel is also concerned that it, too, could face lawsuits under the provisions of JASTA. WMR
has previously reported that some of the footnotes in the classiﬁed 28 pages provide links
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that lead to Israeli involvement in 9/11. It is noteworthy that the Saudis are blaming the
George W. Bush administration for carrying out 9/11 and are leaving Israel out of the
equation. Schumer’s actions on behalf of the Saudis are a clear indication that the SaudiIsraeli alliance remains intact.
Coupled with House Speaker Paul Ryan’s decision, after his recent trip to Saudi Arabia, to
not allow JASTA to come before a full House vote and Obama’s promise to veto the bill, it is
all but dead. Meanwhile, Congress has been inundated with Saudi lobbyists who now appear
to have been successful in killing oﬀ JASTA. However, the damage to the troika of
conspirators may have already been done.
A Saudi government-linked legal scholar is now on record that 9/11 was an “inside job.”
Schumer, a virtual agent for the government of Israel, has killed JASTA to protect two of the
conspirators—Israel and Saudi Arabia. That leaves only the U.S. neoconservatives who were
involved in facilitating 9/11 without protection. And with Donald Trump already giving muted
signals that 9/11 was an inside job, the neocons have only Hillary Clinton to provide them
protection. If Trump wins the White House, the neocons will be left as the exposed third leg
of the 9/11 troika.
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